
Redefining the Essentials 
of Better Hearing



Technology supporting the brain

When you are looking for a hearing solution, there  
is more to think about than simply making sounds 
louder. 

The more detailed the information your brain receives, 
the easier it is to identify and understand what you hear.

Excellent sound quality for easier hearing 

Oticon Ria2 hearing devices offer excellent sound  
quality and preserve sounds in a more natural form  
to make hearing both easy and more realistic. A pair 
of Ria2 Pro instruments will even synchronize their 
performance to offer a more balanced sound picture.  

You can also enjoy the benefits of features such as 
Free Focus, to help you focus on the sounds you 
need to.

GREAT PERFORMANCE REDUCED  
LISTENING EFFORT

The main thing that makes life with hearing loss tiring 
is the sheer effort of listening. Your brain receives 
fewer and weaker sound signals. Therefore  you have 
to concentrate much harder to understand.

Creating a complete sound picture

The wide range of sound details that Ria2 can process 
ensures a more comfortable and focused listening  
experience with fewer distractions. 

Easy listening, throughout the day

The ability to process a huge range of sounds means 
that your brain is supplied with a better sound picture. 
This makes listening easier throughout the day.

Do you experience tinnitus? Ria2 can help.

Many people with hearing loss experience tinnitus 
as a ringing in their head. You might also experience 
tinnitus as a buzzing, humming or whistling sound or 
even the sound of crickets chirping, as tinnitus can 
take many forms. Even though there is no known cure, 
tinnitus doesn’t have to interfere with your enjoyment 
of life. Your Ria2 hearing device can be programmed 
to create customized relief sounds that may minimize 
the irritating effect your tinnitus sounds have on you.
Ask your hearing care professional about Ria2’s 
Tinnitus SoundSupport™ capabilities*.
 *Not available on all Ria2 models.

Improved speech understanding 
The key to Ria2’s excellent sound quality is the 
tiny but extremely powerful Inium Sense sound 
processing chip. It’s our fastest processor ever 
and it enables Ria2 to process a huge range of 
different sounds, sending more high quality 
information to your brain. This enables you  
to understand conversations better, even in  
noisy environments.



CHOOSING THE LOOK 
THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU

IIC

Hearing is an extremely personal experience. No one 
else hears the same way you do. 

The way your brain interprets sound depends on many 
complex personal preferences. Our personal hearing 
preferences can be affected by our mood, level of 
tiredness and many other factors. This is what makes 
the ability to personalize your hearing devices such 
a huge advantage.

Putting you in control

Oticon Ria2 allows your hearing care professional 
to personalize your hearing experience based on 
your individual sound preferences. 

ENJOY THE PERFECT FIT 
FOR YOUR EARS AND 

   YOUR WORLD Oticon Ria2 devices are designed to not only match 
your hearing preferences but are also customized  
to match your personal style. Choose from many  
different models that suit your lifestyle and hearing 
abilities. They’re available in many colors to blend in 
with your skin or hair.

Ria2 miniRITE is available in 8 colors.

Ria2 designRITE is available in 13 colors.

Ria2 is also available in other custom styles.

CIC ITC



There’s no feeling quite like being fully involved  
in the world around you, and Ria2 — used together  
with ConnectLine — allows you to connect easily 
and wirelessly.

ConnectLine’s Streamer Pro  streams sound from  
devices such as your telephone or TV to your Ria2  
hearing instruments, all in one integrated system. 
With ConnectLine you can stay closely connected  
with loved ones on a landline phone*, cell phone 
or with video chat. You can even watch TV* and 
listen to music in the company of others at a 
volume that is comfortable for everyone. 

Easy to set up and simple to use, Ria2 and  
ConnectLine can be tailored specifically to your 
needs and preferences, so that operation 
is intuitive. 

*  Requires additional  
ConnectLine accessories

TO STAY CONNECTED
THE EASY WAY



People First

EXPERIENCE how Oticon Ria2 can  
change your world of hearing with  
more personalized possibilities.

Contact your local hearing care professional:
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www.oticonusa.com

People First is our promise
to empower people
to communicate freely,
interact naturally and
participate actively


